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ARE® LICENSE

The Architect Registration Examination (ARE) 5.0 Practice Exams (“Materials”) are made available by the 
National Council of Architectural Registration Boards (“NCARB”) in accordance with the following terms 
and conditions (“Agreement”). 

1. LICENSE GRANT. Conditioned on continued compliance with this Agreement, NCARB provides 
each individual person (identified herein as “you” or with “your), and whether an individual person 
or an individual person using pursuant to a license to an individual entity, with a revocable, personal, 
limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable, and non-sublicensable license to use the Materials solely for 
educational purposes in connection with (assisted) study and preparation for the Architect Registration 
Examination® (“ARE®”). This license permits you to create printouts or output from the Materials and 
discuss these works in public or private settings but only in accordance with this Agreement.   

2. LICENSE GRANT RESTRICTIONS. The Materials are not intended to contain any questions currently in 
use in the ARE®. Consequently, no rights are granted under this Agreement to any questions or materials 
currently in use in the ARE®. All use is limited to the Materials (in the form and format) as made available 
by NCARB. Except as provided above, you may not modify, alter, recompile, reassemble, translate, create 
derivative work(s) of, distribute, publish, license, sub-license, transfer, sell, rent, timeshare, outsource, 
provide on a service bureau basis, lease, grant a security interest in, assign or transfer any right(s) in, 
or otherwise use in any manner not expressly permitted herein the Materials or any part thereof. In 
addition, you may not remove or alter any proprietary notice on the Materials or use any portion of 
the Materials independently from the Materials as a whole or for purposes other than as expressly 
permitted herein. All rights not expressly granted to you herein are hereby reserved to NCARB.   

3. USER OBLIGATIONS. You represent that you are of the legal age to create a binding agreement with 
NCARB and agree to abide by all applicable local, state, national, and international laws and regulations 
with respect to your use of the Materials. You also agree to assume all responsibility concerning your use 
of the Materials.  

4. PROPRIETARY RIGHTS. Any rights granted hereby are licensed and not sold or otherwise transferred 
or assigned to you or any third party. NCARB shall retain all ownership right, title, and interest in and 
to the Materials. Unless otherwise noted, the Materials are Copyright © 2022 The National Council 
of Architectural Registration Boards. All rights reserved. NCARB, ARE®, ARCHITECT REGISTRATION 
EXAMINATION, and all other names, logos, and icons identifying NCARB and its programs, products, and 
services are proprietary trademarks of NCARB, and any use of such marks, including, without limitation, 
as domain names, without the express written permission of NCARB is strictly prohibited. Unauthorized 
use of the Materials may violate intellectual property or other proprietary rights laws as well as other 
domestic and international laws. 

5. FEEDBACK. NCARB welcomes your feedback and suggestions about how to improve the Materials. You 
agree that NCARB shall have the perpetual, royalty-free, and irrevocable right to use such feedback 
and suggestions in any manner it deems desirable without providing any consideration, attribution, or 
payment to you. You also represent and warrant that such feedback does not infringe or violate the 
intellectual property or proprietary rights of any third party (including, without limitation, patents, 
copyrights, or trademark rights) and that you have all rights necessary to convey to NCARB and enable 
NCARB to use such feedback.  

6. WARRANTY DISCLAIMER. Use of the Materials is solely of your own volition and at your own 
risk. NCARB does not guarantee a passing score on the ARE® or similar standardized tests. NCARB 
ALSO MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES ABOUT THE SUITABILITY, COMPLETENESS, 
TIMELINESS, RELIABILITY, LEGALITY, OR ACCURACY OF THE MATERIALS FOR ANY PURPOSE. THE 
MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING, WITHOUT 
LIMITATION, ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT AS WELL AS ANY WARRANTY RELATED TO 
THE USE, OR THE RESULTS OF THE USE, OF THE MATERIALS OR ANY DOCUMENTATION ASSOCIATED 
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THEREWITH. NCARB may make modifications and/or changes to the materials at any time and for any 
reason. 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. YOU AGREE THAT IN NO EVENT SHALL NCARB BE LIABLE FOR ANY 
INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR 
IN ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH THE USE OF THE MATERIALS BY YOU OR ANYONE ELSE, WHETHER 
BASED IN CONTRACT, TORT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR OTHERWISE, EVEN IF YOU HAVE BEEN ADVISED 
OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. WITHOUT LIMITATION OF THE FOREGOING, THE TOTAL 
LIABILITY OF NCARB FOR ANY REASON WHATSOEVER RELATED TO USE OF THE MATERIALS, 
INCLUDING FOR ANY CLAIMS RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT, SHALL NOT EXCEED $100 (USD).

8. INDEMNITY. You agree to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless NCARB and its affiliates, employees, 
licensors, agents, directors, officers, partners, representatives, shareholders, attorneys, predecessors, 
successors, and assigns from and against any and all claims, proceedings, damages, injuries, liabilities, 
losses, costs, and expenses (including reasonable attorneys’ fees and litigation expenses) relating to or 
arising from your use of the Materials and any breach by you of this Agreement. 

9. GOVERNING LAW. This Agreement has been made in and will be construed and enforced solely 
in accordance with the laws of the District of Columbia as applied to agreements entered into and 
completely performed in the District of Columbia. Any action to enforce this Agreement will be brought 
solely in the federal or local courts in the District of Columbia, U.S.A., and you and NCARB expressly 
agree to be subject to the jurisdiction of such courts. You also agree that because there is no adequate 
remedy at law, NCARB shall be entitled to equitable relief in the courts of the District of Columbia, 
including injunctive relief, in the event of any breach or threatened breach of the provisions of this 
Agreement, and you shall not oppose the granting of such relief. Entitlement to equitable relief shall not 
be the exclusive remedy but shall be in addition to damages and all other remedies available to NCARB. 
If NCARB takes legal action to enforce this Agreement and is granted any material relief because of your 
breach, NCARB shall be entitled to reasonable attorneys’ fees, expenses, and costs of litigation.  

10. TERM AND TERMINATION. This Agreement and your right to use the Materials will take effect at the 
moment you install, download, access, or use the Materials, whichever occurs first, and is effective until 
terminated as set forth below. This Agreement will terminate automatically if you fail to comply with 
any of the terms and conditions described herein, including by exceeding the scope of the license. 
Termination or expiration of this Agreement will be effective without notice. You may also terminate 
at any time by ceasing to use the Materials, but all applicable provisions of this Agreement will survive 
termination, as outlined below. Upon termination or expiration, any right to use the Materials will 
immediately cease and you must return, destroy, or delete from your system all copies of the Materials 
(and any associated materials) in your possession. The provisions concerning NCARB’s proprietary rights, 
indemnity, disclaimers of warranty and liability, termination, and governing law, however, will survive the 
termination or expiration of this Agreement for any reason.

11. MISCELLANEOUS. Failure to insist on strict performance of any of the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement will not operate as a waiver of that or any subsequent default or failure of performance. A 
printed version of this Agreement and of any related notice given in electronic form shall be admissible 
in judicial or administrative proceedings based upon or relating to this Agreement to the same extent 
and subject to the same conditions as other business documents and records originally generated and 
maintained in printed form. No joint venture, partnership, employment, alliance, or agency relationship 
exists between you and NCARB as result of this Agreement or your utilization of the Materials. 
Moreover, you may not bind NCARB in any way or otherwise make any representations or statements 
for or on behalf of NCARB without NCARB’s separate, express, and written permission. This Agreement 
represents the entire agreement between you and NCARB with respect to use of the Materials, and it 
supersedes all prior or contemporaneous communications and proposals, whether electronic, oral, or 
written, between you and NCARB with respect to the Materials. This Agreement may not be assigned or 
transferred by you without the prior express written consent of NCARB.

© 2022 National Council of Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB)
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Question 1
An architect who is a sole proprietor carries $1,000,000 in professional liability
insurance. The architect wins a new building project that requires $3,000,000
in professional liability insurance.

For how long must the architect carry the additional professional liability
insurance for this project?

A. For the life of the building.
B. For years after the project is completed.
C. Until the completion of all design phases.
D. Until the certificate of occupancy is issued.

Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
For years after the project is completed.
Jurisdictional requirements vary, but the architect will be required to carry additional liability
insurance for many years after the completion of construction.

Section: Business Operations (20-26%)

Question 2
An architect is in an initial program meeting with a trusted client. The client

NCARB released this PDF version of the ARE Practice Management 
division practice exam to help supervisors and mentors understand the 
content that exists across this division. If you are a supervisor or mentor, 
please use this to guide your engagements with the licensure candidates 
you are helping.

If you are a licensure candidate, please access the free practice exam 
through your NCARB Record rather than referring to this PDF version. 

Note: for case study questions in this practice exam, the case study 
resources are not reproduced as part of this PDF for copyright and 
other reasons. Each case study question does identify which case study 
resources should be used to properly answer the question. Any licensure 
candidate can access the practice exam at no cost through their NCARB 
Record and show their supervisor/mentor the available case  
study resources.
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says they have acquired drawings of a hotel prototype that has been
successfully built in five other locations. The client asks the architect to use the
hotel drawings to prepare a permit set for a site that the client owns.

What action should the architect take to comply with ethical standards?

A. Stamp the drawings, including consultant drawings, based on the historical
success of the hotel plan set.

B. Verify with the client they have satisfied all copyright requirements for use
of the design before taking on the project.

C. Redraft the drawings after all local code analyses are complete.
D. Assume the drawings have been acquired legally and site adapt the

prototype.

Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
Verify with the client they have satisfied all copyright requirements for use of the
design before taking on the project.
Ethical standards require that all copyright requirements are met when an architect is using
drawings that they did not create themselves.

Section: Business Operations (20-26%)

Question 3
The principal of an architecture firm realizes there is a significant gap between
current profitability and annual goals. The principal decides to implement a
sustainable strategy to increase annual profitability.

What strategy should the principal implement?

A. Add two new interns to the team.
B. Increase billing rates by $6 per hour.
C. Accept various projects in new typologies.
D. Extend the design team's work to 50 hours per week.

Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
Increase billing rates by $6 per hour.
Increasing billing rates will help meet the annual goal without significantly increasing
operational expenses.

Section: Finances, Risk, & Development of Practice (29-35%)

Question 4
An architecture firm receives an RFQ that outlines full design, construction, and
commissioning services for a new urban arts center with the following details:

A 150,000 sf building with teaching spaces, museum, and cafe.
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Adequate parking facilities.
A three-acre waterfront park connected to the new arts center.
Requires permitting, design reviews, and city council presentations.
Pricing sets that must be established early and remain stable throughout
design.

The firm specializes in conceptual and specialty design of education and large
assembly spaces, but the firm has limited experience in landscape design.
Additionally, the firm does not currently have the staffing to fully support
construction document production for a project of this scale. 

Which project delivery method should the firm submit in their qualifications
package?

A. Bridged design-build with the firm serving as design architect.
B. Architect-led design-build with the firm serving as full-service lead.
C. Joint venture design team with a landscape architecture firm.

Correct answer: A

CORRECT RESPONSE
Bridged design-build with the firm serving as design architect.
The project is a high-profile design that requires a specialty architect. A design-build contract
will ensure that the project is delivered efficiently in terms of cost while bridging allows the
project to have multiple architects/landscape architects taking on separate portions of the
design, document preparation, and construction. Design-build allows for the price to be
established before design is complete.

Section: Practice-Wide Delivery of Services (22-28%)

Question 5

Refer to the exhibit.

The Office Building project is put on hold indefinitely after construction
documents are complete. Additionally, the High School project is delayed by
four months due to a funding issue.

Which one of the following adjustments should the firm make to rebalance the
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workloads?

A. Architect #1 should take on construction phase responsibilities for the
Elementary School project.

B. Architect #2 should write the College STEM project proposal.
C. Architect #1 and Architect #2 should be assigned to the Recreation Center

project until the High School project begins.

Correct answer: A

CORRECT RESPONSE
Architect #1 should take on construction phase responsibilities for the Elementary
School project.
Since Architect #1 will have a gap in their schedule due to the delay of the High School project,
they can take on construction phase responsibilities for the Elementary School project and
relieve the overallocated Project Manager #1, whose utilization rate is over 100%.

Section: Business Operations (20-26%)

Question 6
An architecture firm wants to increase the business development roles of their
project architects. Some of their current activities will be delegated to the
administrative support team with project architect oversight. 

Which activities should be delegated? Check the three that apply.

A. Development of technical documentation standards and protocols
B. QA/QC document reviews
C. Project close-out compilation
D. MEP design coordination
E. Construction contract administration tracking
F. Monitoring of in-house budget against production actuals and percent

complete

Correct answer: CEF

CORRECT RESPONSES
Project close-out compilation
Project close-out includes several routine and confirmation-type items that can be reviewed by
the PA or PM once delegated.

Construction contract administration tracking
Tracking of change orders, RFIs, submittals, bulletins, and schedules are standardized tasks
easily delegated to administrative personnel.

Monitoring of in-house budget against production actuals and percent complete
Monitoring and reporting of actuals versus budgeted project costs is a standardized report
which can be flagged to the PA for concerns.

Section: Business Operations (20-26%)
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Question 7

Refer to the exhibit.

ABC Architects is reviewing an RFP for a new science and technology building
at a university. Relevant project information follows:

The building is to have a signature style, anchor the campus, and attract
high-caliber students.
Design teams must have significant experience and a history of award-
winning designs.
There is a 24-month design and construction timeline, and construction is
to be fast-tracked, with the building opening in time for fall admissions.
Total design fee is limited to $1,000,000.
Total construction cost is limited to $10,000,000.

ABC Architects has never worked for the university, but ABC has considerable
higher education experience, including five award-winning projects. ABC
determines that they will need to partner with a consultant engineering firm in
order to respond to the RFP.

With which consultant team should ABC Architects partner?

A. Team A
B. Team B
C. Team C

Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
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Team B
Team B has experience working with ABC, has experience with the project type, and delivers
well-coordinated work on time. While this team does not have a history of delivering award-
winning designs, ABC's record of award-winning design and experience is significant, which is
more important than the consultant engineer's history of awards.

Section: Business Operations (20-26%)

Question 8
The partners in an architectural firm are reviewing their policies and
procedures in order to become a more socially responsible design practice that
better supports organizational health.

Which workplace policies and procedures should the firm implement? Check
the three that apply.

A. Implement a fixed work schedule with structured breaks.
B. Increase staff diversity to reflect the community served.
C. Donate 1/5 of billable hours to volunteer work.
D. Limit times of extended computer use.
E. Add a workplace wellness program.
F. Allow for unlimited overtime.

Correct answer: BDE

CORRECT RESPONSES
Increase staff diversity to reflect the community served.
Public health, safety, and welfare is ensured more effectively when architecture professionals
reflect the communities they serve.

Limit times of extended computer use.
Interrupting extended computer use will decrease work-related health problems and will
increase productivity.

Add a workplace wellness program.
Wellness programs have been proven to reduce sick days and increase productivity. 

Section: Practice Methodologies (17-23%)

Question 9
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The partners of a newly created architectural firm have a goal of establishing
themselves as experts in the aviation and transportation sectors. They are
awarded a small-scale aviation project that will require them to hire several
junior CAD/BIM staff members. The firm wants to make sure that the junior
staff efficiently assemble contract documentation for the project.

How can the firm partners increase the efficiency of the junior production staff?

A. Establish master specifications of common aviation materials.
B. Implement a standard detail library of material assemblies.
C. Hire engineering consultants that specialize in aviation projects.

Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
Implement a standard detail library of material assemblies.
A standard detail library will save junior staff time in drawing or recreating details for the
construction documents and will also reduce opportunities for errors and/or omissions.

Section: Business Operations (20-26%)

Question 10
A large sports-focused architecture firm is working on a sports arena delivered
through the Construction Manager at Risk (CMaR) method. Though the project
has a guaranteed maximum price (GMP), the CMaR is unable to bring the
project in budget or give the owner a GMP as the end of the design phase
nears. The owner decides to release the CMaR from their contract and publicly
bid the project. The delivery method changes to design-bid-build.

What additional responsibility will the architect take on as a result of the
changes? 

A. Manage subcontractors.
B. Sign applications for payments.
C. Provide detailed estimate of construction cost.
D. Assist owner in determining the lowest and best bid.

Correct answer: D

CORRECT RESPONSE
Assist owner in determining the lowest and best bid.
In a CMaR-delivered project, the architect is not responsible for assisting the owner in
determining the lowest or best bid. For a design-bid-build project, though, the architect is
responsible for providing assistance during bidding.

Section: Practice-Wide Delivery of Services (22-28%)

Question 11
A school board issues an RFP for a new elementary school. CBA Architects has
significant experience in designing elementary schools and is eager to respond
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to the RFP. They contact Building General Contractors (BGC), who has built
several schools for CBA's clients. CBA is organized as a professional corporation
and BGC is organized as an S corporation. The RFP contains the following
information:

The proposal should be design-build.
The construction budget will be $20 million.
The responding entity should include a complete bond and compliance
with prevailing wage regulations.
The response is due in three weeks along with a complete fee.

Which of the following arrangements should CBA and BGC consider for their
response to the RFP? Check the three that apply.

A. CBA submits an RFP response and fee and lists BGC as the consulting
contractor.

B. CBA and BGC form a new LLC and then submit an RFP response and fee.
C. CBA and BGC form a new C corporation and then submit an RFP response

and fee.
D. CBA and BGC form a joint-venture partnership and then submit an RFP

response and fee.
E. BGC submits an RFP response and fee and includes CBA as the consulting

architect.
F. BGC submits an RFP response and fee and CBA submits a separate

response and fee for architectural services.

Correct answer: BDE

CORRECT RESPONSES
CBA and BGC form a new LLC and then submit an RFP response and fee.
An LLC can be used to provide design-build services and can be easily formed.

CBA and BGC form a joint-venture partnership and then submit an RFP response and
fee.
The partnership form can be used to provide design-build services and can be easily formed.

BGC submits an RFP response and fee and includes CBA as the consulting architect.
This arrangement represents a standard contractor-led design-build.

Section: Practice Methodologies (17-23%)

Question 12
An architecture firm has started annual performance reviews for their
employees. A minimum utilization rate of 75% for each architect is required to
maintain profitability. The office manager is meeting with Architect A to review
their efficiency.

Which of the following activities should Architect A highlight as a billable task?
Check the two that apply. 
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A. Redlining of a project.
B. Designing a project booklet for a prospective client. 
C. Developing an innovative rain-screen detail for a project.
D. Writing an architectural services RFP response for a project.
E. Developing a continuing education seminar on healthcare design.
F. Coordinating the new office furniture delivery for the architect's office.

Correct answer: AC

CORRECT RESPONSES
Redlining of a project.
Redlining drawings is a billable task to the client.

Developing an innovative rain-screen detail for a project.
Generating construction details is a billable task to the client. 

Section: Finances, Risk, & Development of Practice (29-35%)

Question 13
An architectural firm is awarded an RFP for a $30 million hospital expansion.
The expansion is to be built on an existing parking lot and requires the
architect to provide geotechnical services. The firm will need to contract with a
geotechnical engineer in order to provide those services.

Which of the following provisions should the firm include in their contract with
the geotechnical engineer? Check the four that apply.

A. The architect shall provide the geotechnical engineer with relevant existing
condition reports, surveys, and documentation of ownership as provided by
the owner.

B. The geotechnical engineer shall assume the defense of any claims arising
from their services directly and will not seek contribution from the
architect.

C. The owner will release the architect of all liability and responsibility for the
geotechnical engineer’s services.

D. The geotechnical engineer will provide certificates of insurance that align
with the types and limits of coverage required by the architect’s contract
with the owner.

E. The architect and geotechnical engineer shall jointly assume costs
associated with additional explorations not included in the original scope of
the design contract. 

F. The geotechnical engineer shall immediately notify the owner and architect
of hazardous materials detected during field explorations.

Correct answer: ABDF

CORRECT RESPONSES
The architect shall provide the geotechnical engineer with relevant existing condition
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reports, surveys, and documentation of ownership as provided by the owner.
The architect should provide all owner-provided information to the geotechnical engineer.

The geotechnical engineer shall assume the defense of any claims arising from their
services directly and will not seek contribution from the architect.
The architect should protect themselves from being responsible for claims levied at their
consultant.

The geotechnical engineer will provide certificates of insurance that align with the
types and limits of coverage required by the architect’s contract with the owner.
Requiring the geotechnical engineer to have the same levels of coverage as the architect
provides greater protection to the architect.

The geotechnical engineer shall immediately notify the owner and architect of
hazardous materials detected during field explorations.
This information should not be withheld, but should be presented to both the architect (as the
engineer’s client) and owner simultaneously.

Section: Practice-Wide Delivery of Services (22-28%)

Question 14
In an effort to facilitate a flexible work environment, a small architecture firm
decides to make changes to their design and documentation methodology in
order to allow for an off-site, work-at-home option.

Which methodology is most appropriate for enabling off-site work? 

A. Store all project files as PDF files in a password-protected website.
B. Create an accessible, cloud-based, multi-platform virtual studio space.
C. Publish all construction documentation in a password-protected database.

Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
Create an accessible, cloud-based, multi-platform virtual studio space.
Creating a virtual studio with access to all firm resources, including BIM elements, product
specifications, and drawing files, allows staff to work flexibly in a variety of locations and with
several user interfaces (laptops, digital pads, phones, etc.) for design and documentation.

Section: Practice Methodologies (17-23%)

Question 15
An architecture firm is awarded a project for an addition to an elementary
school. Project details follow:

Negotiated fee percentage: 5%
Construction budget: $5,000,000
Gross fee profit: 10%
Consultant expenses: 35%

The firm now wants to manage the available architectural fee with the hours
required to complete the project. 
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What is the available architectural fee?

A. $137,500
B. $146,250
C. $162,500
D. $187,500

Correct answer: A

CORRECT RESPONSE
$137,500

CALCULATIONS
1. $5,000,000 (construction budget) x 0.05 (negotiated fee percentage) = $250,000
(negotiated fee)
2. 0.35 (consultant expenses percentage) x $250,000 (negotiated fee) = $87,500 (consultant
expenses)
3. $250,000 (negotiated fee) - $87,500 (consultant expenses) = $162,500
4. 0.10 (gross fee profit percentage) x $250,000 (negotiated fee) = $25,000 (target profit)
5. $162,500 - $25,000 = $137,500 (available architectural fee)

Section: Business Operations (20-26%)

Question 16
The roof of an architecture firm's office fails in a storm and the server room
floods. The firm must close for a week to repair the damage.

Which insurance policies will cover the firm's losses, including revenue and
production time? Check the two that apply.

A. Workers' compensation insurance
B. Commercial property insurance
C. Business income insurance
D. Professional liability insurance
E. General liability insurance
F. Employee health insurance

Correct answer: BC

CORRECT RESPONSES
Commercial property insurance
Commercial property insurance would help defray the cost of damage to the office and other
physical business assets affected by the flood.

Business income insurance
Business income insurance would help cover lost billable income during the closed week and
the ensuing recovery process.

Section: Business Operations (20-26%)

Question 17
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An owner and architect contractually agree that construction costs are not to
exceed a specified amount. However, several cost overruns occur during
construction. The owner holds the architect responsible, but the architect
disagrees, claiming they provided fully contractual, professional services
consistent with the legal standard of care. The owner and architect agree to
resolve the dispute through arbitration. 

Which one of the following arbitration rulings should the architect expect?

A. The architect has provided services consistent with the professional skill
and care ordinarily provided in the same or similar locality under the same
or similar circumstances.

B. The architect has failed to provide services agreed upon by both parties in
their written agreement, which exceeded the professional skill and care
ordinarily provided.

C. The architect has provided services consistent with the professional skill
and care ordinarily provided, and that the architect had no control over the
increase in construction cost.

Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
The architect has failed to provide services agreed upon by both parties in their
written agreement, which exceeded the professional skill and care ordinarily
provided.
The architect expanded the standard of care in the written agreement with the owner to
include a guarantee of the maximum construction cost, which exceeds the professional skill
and care ordinarily provided. Because the architect was unable to uphold their contractual
obligation, the architect should expect the arbitrator to rule in favor of the owner.

Section: Business Operations (20-26%)

Question 18
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A new client asks an architecture firm, who has extensive experience with
multifamily housing projects, to design a 500-unit, mixed-use project.

How should the firm verify that they will most likely receive payment for the
project? Check the three that apply.

A. Require the client to pay all invoices in full within 30 days or include an
additional 1% penalty for late payment.

B. Evaluate the client's brand to determine if the client's values are in
alignment with the firm's values.

C. Determine if the client's budget can cover both construction costs and
design fees.

D. Require a deposit of 10% of the design fee upfront before beginning
services.

E. Ask other architects about their experience of working with this client.
F. Ask contractors about their experience of working with this client.

Correct answer: CEF

CORRECT RESPONSES
Determine if the client's budget can cover both construction costs and design fees.
It is appropriate for the architect to determine if the client has a realistic understanding of the
costs of the project and has a budget that will cover those costs.

Ask other architects about their experience of working with this client.
It is appropriate for the architect to verify the reputation of a new client with architects who
have previously worked with them in order to verify that the client has a history of timely
payment.

Ask contractors about their experience of working with this client.
It is appropriate for the architect to verify the reputation of a new client with contractors who
have previously worked with them in order to verify that the client has a history of timely
payment.

Section: Practice-Wide Delivery of Services (22-28%)

Question 19
A recently registered architect has one upcoming conceptual kitchen design
project that the client wants to start immediately. Before starting the project,
though, the architect wants to set up an architectural firm, which will be limited
to small-scale conceptual works.

Which type of business entity should the architect adopt?

A. General corporation
B. Sole proprietorship
C. Limited liability partnership
D. Limited liability company
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Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
Sole proprietorship
Sole proprietorship is the easiest business entity to form. As the architect would like to
continue with low-risk, small-scale projects alone, they do not need to form a complex legal
entity.

Section: Practice Methodologies (17-23%)

Question 20
An architecture firm is assembling an evidence-based design team for an
upcoming microbiology research lab addition at the state medical university.

Click on the name of the staff member in the staffing roster who is most
appropriate for this project. 

Correct answer: 

CORRECT RESPONSE
Researcher V
Researcher V is the only staff member on the list who has education-related experience. As the
upcoming project is a school project, Researcher V is the most appropriate staff member for
this project. 

Section: Practice Methodologies (17-23%)

Question 21
A local school board contracts an architecture firm to design and document
renovations to two wings of an existing high school building. The contract calls
for a design fee of $500,000 with the following distribution:

Schematic Design: 15%
Design Development: 25%
Construction Documentation: 35%
Permits and Bidding: 5%
Construction Administration: 20%
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The firm completes the design development phase when the school board
informs them that, due to funding, the project will need to be constructed in
two phases. Each construction phase will cover only one of the wings, will start
in May and finish in September, and will need to be bid and permitted before
each phase begins.

What additional fee should the architecture firm request from the school
board?

A. $25,000
B. $100,000
C. $125,000
D. $300,000

Correct answer: C

CORRECT RESPONSE
$125,000
Construction Documentation will not change because the renovation areas are already
separated. Both the Permits and Bidding and the Construction Administration phases will need
to be completed twice.

CALCULATIONS
1. 5% (Permits and Bidding) x $500,000 (design fee) = $25,000
2. 20% (Construction Administration) x $500,000 (design fee) = $100,000
3. $25,000 (for Permits and Bidding) + $100,000 (for Construction Administration) = $125,000
additional fee request

Section: Practice Methodologies (17-23%)

Question 22
The principals of an architecture firm have recently noticed large differences in
the sizes of construction drawing sets, by up to 40 sheets, for several projects
of similar scope and size. They have asked the project manager to recommend
construction drawing methodologies in order to properly size a typical set.

What methodologies should the project manager recommend? Check the
three that apply.

A. Working in context
B. Reduction of redundancy
C. Default scheduling
D. Referencing systems
E. Instructional systems
F. Terms and abbreviations

Correct answer: BCE

CORRECT RESPONSES
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Reduction of redundancy
Reduction of redundancy is an effort to manage the duplication of construction drawing
elements. This will help in the efficiency of the drawings. 

Default scheduling
Default scheduling is used to schedule building components that cover a majority of project
conditions. This will reduce construction document sizes by allowing typical and repetitive items
to be efficiently documented.

Instructional systems
Instructional systems are drawings and notes that graphically coach the contractor to an
understanding of the documentation. These systems define defaults while identifying and
documenting the exceptions. This reduces extra sheets in a set of documents.

Section: Practice Methodologies (17-23%)

Question 23
ABC Architects and their consultant team have been working on a project for
several weeks. The construction documents were completed on the afternoon
of the project deadline. During the submittal of documents to the AHJ, several
electrical outlets are found to be missing in the engineer's drawings in locations
required by code. ABC Architects is unable to reach the electrical engineer. ABC
Architects must consider the following variables:

The client has set a hard deadline with possible damages if missed.
The AHJ requires all submissions to be two sets of wet, stamped plans
submitted in person at the building department.
The AHJ technician will allow the architect to add the missing outlets by
hand on the plans with a red pen.
The architect used an AIA B101 with the project owner.
The architect used an AIA C401 with the consultant team.

How should ABC Architects handle this situation?

A. Make the changes to the drawings by hand to ensure the deadline is not
missed and notify the engineer the next day.

B. Request that the engineer update the drawings and prepare for submission
the next day.

C. Call the owner and request written approval to modify the drawings by
hand because they own the documents being submitted.

Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
Request that the engineer update the drawings and prepare for submission the next
day.
The engineer must make their own corrections or provide written consent otherwise.

Section: Practice-Wide Delivery of Services (22-28%)

Question 24
During construction, a contractor falls behind schedule and has no plan to align
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with the critical path. The owner asks the architect to assist in getting the
schedule back on track without additional services.

Which action is within the architect's standard of care for construction contract
administration?

A. Prioritizing the review and return of sequential submittals numbered by the
contractor.

B. Performing daily site visits in order to immediately respond to contractor
questions in the field.

C. Approving partially complete work in order to allow trades to work on other
parts of the building.

D. Laying out a more efficient scaffold solution that allows more access to
exterior enclosure progress.

Correct answer: A

CORRECT RESPONSE
Prioritizing the review and return of sequential submittals numbered by the
contractor.
The review of submittals falls within the standard of care, and the review of priority submittals
to assist with the schedule does not raise the standard of care.

Section: Business Operations (20-26%)

Question 25
A managing principal wants to decrease the utilization of senior design
associates in favor of assigning them a greater share of business development.
The managing principal is now determining the tasks that should be required of
senior design associates in order to align with this redirection of their efforts. 

Which of the following should the senior design associates be required to
attend? Check the three that apply.

A. Staff meetings
B. Executive meetings
C. Consultant sessions
D. Coordination sessions
E. Redline work sessions
F. Project design meetings

Correct answer: ABF

CORRECT RESPONSES
Staff meetings
In-house staff meetings can properly assist in the allocation of resources, which is important
for the managing principal and all associates.

Executive meetings
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Executive meetings are where the most critical, impactful, and formative decisions are made.
The associates should be required to be in attendance at meetings where the most impactful
decisions are made.

Project design meetings
Project design meetings are critical meetings where design aesthetics are presented and
discussed, requiring the participation of the design associates.

Section: Practice Methodologies (17-23%)

Question 26
Two architects open a firm as a partnership. The partners sign a lease for an
office, hire two employees, and secure two pending government projects that
will financially sustain the firm for several months. The two projects have the
following requirements:

Architect shall carry $1,000,000 in errors and omissions insurance.
Architect shall carry all statutory insurance coverage.

Which insurance policies do the partners need to carry? Check the three that
apply.

A. General business coverage
B. Health insurance
C. Director's insurance
D. Professional liability
E. Worker's compensation
F. Umbrella insurance

Correct answer: ADE

CORRECT RESPONSES
General business coverage
Every business needs general liability insurance.

Professional liability
Professional liability insurance is required for their government work.

Worker's compensation
Every employer with employees is required to have worker's compensation insurance.

Section: Business Operations (20-26%)

Question 27
A small firm in the South wins a large waterpark project in the Pacific
Northwest. The firm has decided that they will team with a firm based in the
Pacific Northwest to deliver the project. 

Why should the firm from the South team with the firm from the Pacific
Northwest? Check the four that apply.
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A. To benefit from the experience of a firm that is more familiar with
construction regulations in the project jurisdiction.

B. To benefit from the experience of a firm that is more familiar with design in
the project climate. 

C. To have a team member located close to the project during construction
administration.

D. To increase production capacity during the construction document phase.
E. To shift project responsibility and liability to the local firm.
F. To maximize profits for this type of project.

 
Correct answer: ABCD

CORRECT RESPONSES
To benefit from the experience of a firm that is more familiar with construction
regulations in the project jurisdiction.
The Pacific Northwest firm is more familiar with local regulations and how they will impact the
project.

To benefit from the experience of a firm that is more familiar with design in the
project climate.
The Pacific Northwest firm is more familiar with the local climate and how it will impact the
project.

To have a team member located close to the project during construction
administration.
Having a team member in close proximity to the project site increases the design team's
availability and decreases travel costs.

To increase production capacity during the construction document phase.
The second firm will increase production capacity during the construction documentation
phase.

Section: Practice-Wide Delivery of Services (22-28%)

Question 28
Two recently registered architects decide to start a new firm together. They
have one contract pending execution for an office building, and multiple
additional proposals are expected in the near future. The partners need to set
up their new office and hire staff to help fulfill their pending contract for the
office building. In order to start the firm, the following expenses are projected:

Computers: $6,300 initial cost
Employee Salaries: $4,965 per pay period
Insurance: $4,750 for six months
Office Rent and Software: $2,350 per month

Architectural design fees under contract for the office building project amount
to $85,000 and will be completed within the first six months.

Excluding the salaries and expenses of the two partners, how will the firm
perform financially in the first six months, which includes 13 pay periods?
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A. The firm will generate profit.
B. The firm will lose money.
C. The firm will break even.

Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
The firm will lose money.
Based on the calculation, the firm would lose money if they only accepted the single project.

CALCULATIONS
1. Computers: $6,300 x 1 = $6,300
2. Employee salaries: $4,965 x 13 = $64,545                                                          
3. Insurance: $4,750 x 1 = $4,750
4. Office rent and software: $2,350 x 6 = $14,100
5. Total expenses: $89,695
6. Profit loss: $85,000 - $89,695 = -$4,695

Section: Finances, Risk, & Development of Practice (29-35%)

Question 29
An architecture firm is updating their rules for the proper dimensioning of their
architectural drawings. They want to provide their construction personnel with
clear and unambiguous aspects of general dimensioning.

Which of the following rules should the firm use? Check the four that apply.

A. Avoid notes on plans when dimensional control of an element is
unnecessary so that the lack of information isn't viewed as an error or
omission.

B. Provide actual dimension strings even when there is an opportunity to
describe an element with a note such as "align."

C. Provide critical dimensions for things that are important in location or that
must have a controlled placement.

D. Dimension corridor partitions from the corridor side of the partition with a
clear egress width.

E. Dimension toilet room drywall partitions from the toilet room side of the
partition.

F. Avoid the use of fractions smaller than "⅛" anywhere on floor plans.

Correct answer: CDEF

CORRECT RESPONSES
Provide critical dimensions for things that are important in location or that must have
a controlled placement.
This is a general basis for all dimensioning in architectural documentation.

Dimension corridor partitions from the corridor side of the partition with a clear
egress width.
The clear width of a corridor is a critical dimension. It is important to account for any finish
that might affect the clear corridor width.
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Dimension toilet room drywall partitions from the toilet room side of the partition.
The interior clear dimensions of toilet rooms are critical dimensions. This is particularly
important in areas of accessibility.

Avoid the use of fractions smaller than "⅛" anywhere on floor plans.
The use of small fractions on plans indicates an unnecessary, overly precise approach.

Section: Practice Methodologies (17-23%)

Question 30
A municipality hires an architecture firm to provide construction documents for
a new public library. The firm has completed 35% of the design and has seven
months to deliver a 95% set for bidding, per the contract.

The municipality notifies the firm that they need to accelerate the bid schedule
by four months in order to have an accurate cost for the next municipal budget
submission. The firm needs to maintain a good working relationship with the
municipality without increasing risk to the firm.

Which of the following responses meet the needs of both the firm and the
municipality? Check the two that apply.

A. Negotiate with the municipality to provide a bid set at 65% design
completion on the accelerated schedule and recommend that contractors
bid the project as cost-plus.

B. Negotiate with the municipality to provide a bid set at 65% design
completion and recommend the contractors bid the project as a guaranteed
maximum price. 

C. Accelerate the design to meet the new bid schedule only if the municipality
agrees to waive the firm’s liability should the acceleration result in errors
and omissions.

D. Accelerate the design schedule by hiring two additional staff members to
complete the bid set as requested. 

E. Decline to change the 95% submission schedule and provide a 35%
estimate to the municipality.

F. Send the municipality a request for additional services to hire a third-party
cost engineer who will perform a cost estimate at 65% design. 

Correct answer: BF

CORRECT RESPONSES
Negotiate with the municipality to provide a bid set at 65% design completion and
recommend the contractors bid the project as a guaranteed maximum price. 
Bidding a 65% set is feasible, and GMP will ensure the bids are accurate enough for the budget
submission.

Send the municipality a request for additional services to hire a third-party cost
engineer who will perform a cost estimate at 65% design. 
This responds to the client’s request without adding risk to the architect.
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Section: Practice-Wide Delivery of Services (22-28%)

Question 31
A potential client has requested a proposal from an architect to design the first
of several hotels to be located in a major city. The architect has a short but
successful history in hospitality design and is licensed to practice in the
jurisdiction. As part of the initial discussion with the firm, the client indicates
that their goal is to build up to three more hotels in other major cities of the
state.

Which factors should the architect consider when deciding on the architectural
fee? Check the three that apply. 

A. Client type
B. Contractor's GMP
C. Project delivery method
D. Jurisdiction of construction
E. Standard of care expectations
F. Owner-consultant coordination

Correct answer: ACE

CORRECT RESPONSES
Client type
The characteristics of clients can have an effect on the amount of person-hours spent on the
project and is a consideration in determining the fee. 

Project delivery method
Project delivery method should be considered when establishing a fee because the same
project can have different levels of risk depending on how the construction is procured.

Standard of care expectations
Risk increases significantly when a client suggests contract language that alters or increases
the standard of care, and the architectural fee should reflect this additional risk. 

Section: Practice-Wide Delivery of Services (22-28%)

Question 32
In January of Year 1, a school asks an architecture firm to design a new
gymnasium, which must be available for the start of the school year in
September of Year 2. The school wants to thoroughly vet the design and
desires competitive construction pricing. The firm has experience with
gymnasium design and estimates the following:

Two months to establish a design.
Four months to complete construction documents.
One month to obtain permits.
Twelve months to complete construction.

Which contracting and procurement scenario should the firm recommend?
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A. A contract for the preliminary design and a competitive bid to select the
general contractor.

B. A contract for the preliminary design and a design-build contract with the
selected contractor.

C. A contract for complete construction documents and a competitive bid to
select the general contractor.

D. A contract for complete construction documents and a design-build contract
with the selected contractor.

 
Correct answer: C

CORRECT RESPONSE
A contract for complete construction documents and a competitive bid to select the
general contractor.
This will provide the desired design involvement, and a competitive bid addresses the school's
concern regarding cost of construction.

Section: Practice-Wide Delivery of Services (22-28%)

Question 33
An architecture firm is developing a systematic way of eliminating paper copies
of files for projects that have been completed. They decide that the files to be
eliminated first are those for projects for which no claims can arise. 

Which project files should the firm eliminate first? 

A. Files for projects that have the fewest change orders.
B. Files for projects that are beyond the statute of limitations.
C. Files for projects that have a letter of recommendation from the owner

Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
Files for projects that are beyond the statute of limitations.
Projects that are beyond the statute of limitations are legally protected from claims. 

Section: Finances, Risk, & Development of Practice (29-35%)

Question 34
An architecture firm is approached by a long-term client with an RFP for a
hospitality project. The firm has been in practice for 10 years and has
concentrated on multifamily projects that generally have a construction budget
of between $10 and $30 million. Their staff of twenty is very busy and has
commitments through the next four months. The firm is deciding whether to
proceed with the project by evaluating the following project details:

The project consists of a hotel containing a restaurant.
The construction budget is $20 million.
The design is expected to start in three months.
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For which of the following reasons should the firm proceed with the
project? Check the four that apply.

A. The project is for a long term client.
B. The project is within their usual scale.
C. The project is within their area of expertise.
D. The project demands will require additional staff.
E. The project could provide work as their staff frees up.
F. The project represents an opportunity to expand their expertise.

Correct answer: ABEF

CORRECT RESPONSES
The project is for a long term client.
They have a relationship that they want to reinforce.

The project is within their usual scale.
The project construction budget is $20 million, and the firm has experience with projects in the
$10 million to $30 million range.

The project could provide work as their staff frees up.
Given the small gap between this project's start and the end of their current commitment, this
is beneficial.

The project represents an opportunity to expand their expertise.
Opportunities to expand project type could lead to more work.

Section: Practice-Wide Delivery of Services (22-28%)

Question 35

Refer to the exhibit.

In order to avoid problems on future fixed fee projects, an architecture firm is
reviewing the financial results from their XYZ Apartments project. For XYZ, the
firm originally projected 300 staff hours with an average cost of $125 per hour.
Their consultant proposals for the project included $10,000 for structural
engineering and $15,000 for mechanical/electrical engineering.

What practices should the firm incorporate to avoid problems on future
projects? Check the four that apply.
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A. Reduce the overhead factor for the project.
B. Include a contingency in their estimate of hours.
C. Monitor time spent during the project more closely.
D. Secure consultant fee proposals before submitting a fee to the client.
E. Ask the client for more money when the time spent runs over the estimate.
F. Include expenses as a reimbursable item rather than including them in the

fee.

 
Correct answer: BCDF

CORRECT RESPONSES
Include a contingency in their estimate of hours.
A contingency will compensate for incorrect estimations of the amount of time required for the
project.

Monitor time spent during the project more closely.
If the amount of time spent on the project is monitored more closely, it will allow the firm to
detect and prevent time overruns.

Secure consultant fee proposals before submitting a fee to the client.
Getting consultant fees upfront will eliminate overruns in this area.

Include expenses as a reimbursable item rather than including them in the fee.
Including reimbursable expenses in the owner/architect agreement allows the firm to make up
these expenses.

Section: Finances, Risk, & Development of Practice (29-35%)

Question 36

Refer to the exhibit.

An architecture firm is working on a new office project. After submitting the
construction documents, the client requests an increase in the number of
flexible workstation areas. The firm expects the change to require five weeks at
40 hours per week. The total amount for the change order is $20,000. 

Which staff member should be assigned to this project to stay within budget?

A. Project Architect A
B. Project Architect B
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C. Project Manager O
D. Drafter

Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
Project Architect B
Project Architect B has the lowest utilization rate of the staff and can complete the work within
the budget.

CALCULATIONS
1. 5 weeks x 40 hours = 200 hours to complete the task
2. $100 (Project Architect B's hourly rate) x 200 hours = $20,000 (within budget)

Section: Business Operations (20-26%)

Question 37
A new architectural firm is considering policy options to address discrimination
and harassment in the workplace.

Which one of the following policies should they adopt first?

A. Make compensation information available to all employees.
B. Allow employees to take holidays based on their religious beliefs.
C. Establish a time limit for the reporting of a sexual harassment incident.

Correct answer: C

CORRECT RESPONSE
Establish a time limit for the reporting of a sexual harassment incident.
This directly addresses harassment and employment policies, which should identify a
reasonable time limit for reporting a sexual harassment event.

Section: Business Operations (20-26%)

Question 38
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Refer to the exhibit.

An architecture firm contracts with a MEP firm for the design of an apartment
building. The architecture firm agrees to use the project design coordination
checklist recommended by the MEP firm. The checklist is attached to the
consultant agreement and signed by both firms.

How does the use of the checklist impact the architecture firm's potential for
risk?

A. It elevates the architect’s risk.
B. It maintains the architect’s risk.
C. It reduces the architect’s risk.

Correct answer: A

CORRECT RESPONSE
It elevates the architect’s risk.
The checklist requires the architect to be responsible for reviewing and coordinating several
items that are more appropriate for the MEP firm to coordinate (e.g. wiring and control
diagrams for AHUs, all equipment is shown on schedules, etc.), not an architect. By agreeing to
do this work, it elevates the architect’s standard of care. 

Section: Finances, Risk, & Development of Practice (29-35%)

Question 39
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Refer to the exhibit.

What is the firm's overhead rate? Round to the nearest hundredth.

_______

Correct answer: 1.42

CORRECT RESPONSE
1.42
Overhead rate = total indirect expenses / total direct labor expenses

CALCULATIONS
1. Determine total indirect expenses: $54,600 + $60,000 + $80,000 + $30,000 + $20,400 +
$15,000 + $12,000 + $8,000 = $280,000
2. Determine total direct labor expenses: $81,500 + $62,500 + $32,200 + $20,800 =
$197,000
3. Calculate break even rate: $280,000 / $197,000 = 1.42

Section: Finances, Risk, & Development of Practice (29-35%)

Question 40
An architecture firm is competing against three local firms for a new 250,000-
square-foot research building. This is the owner's first new construction project
and they are concerned about cost and construction. The research building
requires green design and must tie into two historical buildings recently
renovated by the firm, as well as serve as the new icon for the company. The
firm's backlog is low and this project is needed to support their staff.

What should the firm include in the RFP response?

A. That their staff has sustainable design and historical preservation
experience.

B. That they have had success in dictating means and methods during
construction.

C. That their in-house estimator has perfectly guaranteed pricing of their last
five projects.
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Correct answer: A

CORRECT RESPONSE
That their staff has sustainable design and historical preservation experience.
That their staff has sustainable design and historical preservation experience is a piece of key
information that addresses the project scope without promising an elevated standard of care.

Section: Business Operations (20-26%)

Question 41
A firm completes design and permitting services for a five-story office building
using an AIA B101. During the contractor bidding process, the owner's insurer
requests the contract documents for review. The insurer issues the following
list of requirements that the architect must provide:

HVAC system commissioning
Building envelope leakage testing
Increased UV performance for roof membrane
Additional operational insurance requirements

What action should the architect take next?

A. Revise bid documents to include requirements.
B. Send an additional service proposal to the owner.
C. Hire a commissioning agent as a subconsultant.

Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
Send an additional service proposal to the owner.
Provision of changes is considered an additional service under the B101 and should be in place
prior to beginning the work to update the bid documents.

Section: Practice-Wide Delivery of Services (22-28%)

Question 42
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Refer to the exhibit.

An architecture firm is evaluating three RFPs based on risk to the firm and the
potential benefits of expanding to new sectors and gaining new clients.

Which RFP should the firm pursue?

A. RFP A
B. RFP B
C. RFP C

Correct answer: A

CORRECT RESPONSE
RFP A
RFP A allows for the potential benefits of repeat work in a new market sector. The risk of
working under an owner-generated agreement is balanced by the small project size and a good
fee. 

Section: Practice-Wide Delivery of Services (22-28%)

Question 43
An architecture firm is awarded a 10-story condominium project located in a
downtown metropolitan area. The firm's project manager is in the process of
assigning an architect to the project. The architect will be responsible for
developing the design and generating the construction drawings. 
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Click on the name of the architect in the list who should be the architect for
this project.

Correct answer: 

CORRECT RESPONSE
Architect D
Architect D is licensed in the project's jurisdiction, has a low utilization rate, and significant
experience on condominiums and residential projects, making them the most appropriate
choice for architect on this project.

Section: Business Operations (20-26%)

Question 44
A developer hires an architecture firm to design a new apartment building. The
firm completes construction documents and a building permit is issued. The
firm will provide CA services at a rate of $200 per hour for the principal and
$150 per hour for the project manager. As the firm starts CA, the owner asks
for a not-to-exceed fee based on the following:

Twenty shop drawings, which the project manager will handle at an
average of three hours per review.
Three site visits, which the principal will handle at an average of four
hours per site visit.
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The firm includes a 10% allowance for unknowns.

What should the not-to-exceed fee be?

A. $11,400
B. $12,540
C. $13,800
D. $15,240

Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
$12,540

CALCULATIONS
1. Shop drawing review: $150 per hour (project manager) x 3 hours per review x 20 shop
drawings = $9,000
2. Site visits: $200 per hour (principal) x 4 hours per visit x 3 visits = $2,400
3. $9,000 (shop drawing review) + $2,400 (site visits) = $11,400
4. $11,400 + 10% (allowance for unknowns) = $12,540

Section: Finances, Risk, & Development of Practice (29-35%)

Question 45
An architecture firm successfully completes a coffee shop project in a large city.
The owner is planning to construct three more locations in the city using the
same design. The owner would like to continue working with the firm under the
condition of transferring the ownership of the architectural drawings.

How should the architect respond?

A. Transfer the ownership under partnership.
B. Explain to the owner that the designs are not tangible goods for sale. 
C. Suggest using the same drawings for all the upcoming projects as they are

all in the same city. 
D. Transfer the ownership since the owner has already paid for the

architectural services with the initial contract. 

Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
Explain to the owner that the designs are not tangible goods for sale.
As the architects are the authors and creators of the drawings, they are the intellectual
property of the architects and are protected by U.S. copyright laws.

Section: Finances, Risk, & Development of Practice (29-35%)

Question 46
An owner asks an architect to suggest a delivery method that is suited for a
time-sensitive, two-building project in which risks are decreased by validating
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costs per task. Additionally, the owner wants a single contract approach. 

Click on the row in the delivery method options schematic to indicate the most
appropriate delivery method.

Correct answer: 

CORRECT RESPONSE
Row 2 - Construction manager as constructor delivery method
This row shows the phases used in a construction manager as constructor project delivery
method when time, cost, and risk are factors. Added differentiation of packages also helps to
align with the owner's goals.

Section: Practice-Wide Delivery of Services (22-28%)

Question 47
An architecture firm is awarded the design of a technologically advanced
100,000-seat stadium with a five-year design and construction schedule. The
owner wants to keep overall costs on budget, minimize risk, and open the
stadium in time to host several major events.

Which delivery method should the firm recommend?

A. Design-build
B. Cost-plus fixed fee
C. Negotiated select team
D. Construction manager as constructor

Correct answer: D

CORRECT RESPONSE
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Construction manager as constructor
A construction manager as constructor delivery method ensures the schedule of the owner will
be met and places the management and risk associated with constructability and cost on the
contractor.

Section: Practice-Wide Delivery of Services (22-28%)

Question 48

Refer to the exhibit.

An architecture firm completes a project that generates an $80,000 fee
surplus. The partners decide to reward the entire staff by dividing the surplus
and issuing bonus checks proportional to the gross salaries of the staff
members. All bonus amounts are also gross.

Click on the row in the Bonus Amounts list to indicate the bonus that BIM
Specialist B should receive.

Correct answer: 
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CORRECT RESPONSE
$12,000

CALCULATIONS
1. The Firm's Total Annual Gross Salaries: $500,000
2. Annual Salary for BIM Specialist B: $75,000
3. Proportion of BIM Specialist B's salary of the firm's total annual gross salaries: $75,000 /
$500,000 = .15 or 15% 
4. BIM Specialist B will receive 15% of the bonus distribution: .15 x $80,000 = $12,000

Section: Finances, Risk, & Development of Practice (29-35%)

Question 49
A firm that specializes in senior housing is contacted by a developer who wants
to build 50 townhouses for residents over 55 years old. The developer is asking
for a fee proposal to provide the overall preliminary design as well as
construction documents for all the units. Project details follow:

The project will be permitted and constructed in five phases.
The project will be built in clusters of four-, five-, and six-townhouse
units.
The units will have three-, four-, and five-bedroom options.
Unit distribution will be determined by sales.

The firm wants to make sure that their fees capture the value of their expertise
as well as maximize cash flow and profit.

Which fee proposal structure is most appropriate?

A. A fixed fee for the preliminary design and a fixed fee per unit for the
construction documents, based on the number of units in each phase.

B. A fixed fee for the preliminary design, a fixed fee for the construction
documents for each unit type, and a reuse fee for all subsequent units.

C. A time and materials fee for the preliminary design and a fixed fee per unit
for the construction documents, based on the number of units in each
phase.

D. A time and materials fee for the preliminary design, a fixed fee for the
construction documents for the first phase, and a reuse fee for all
subsequent phases.

Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
A fixed fee for the preliminary design, a fixed fee for the construction documents for
each unit type, and a reuse fee for all subsequent units.
A fixed fee for the preliminary design is an efficient compensation method and appropriately
compensates for the architect's expertise; the fixed fee for the construction documents for
each unit type also efficiently covers the cost of the base construction documents; and the
reuse fee is a fair way to compensate for repetitive use.

Section: Practice-Wide Delivery of Services (22-28%)
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Question 50
An architecture firm must increase profits for the upcoming year and has a
current backlog of projects for the year. The firm is comprised of three
partners, eight architectural production and management staff members, and
three administrative assistants.

Which of the following strategies will most likely increase profits?

A. Invest in more marketing and advertising.
B. Reduce the administrative staff to two assistants.
C. Pursue work in markets where the firm has not worked before.

Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
Reduce the administrative staff to two assistants.
Reducing the number of administrative assistants will reduce direct expenses, and if fee income
stays the same, profits will increase.

Section: Finances, Risk, & Development of Practice (29-35%)

Question 51
A firm fires an employee for well-documented professional negligence and
harassment of subordinate employees. Months later, one of the firm's principals
receives a call from a different architecture firm seeking a reference check for
the former employee and inquiring about why the employee left the firm.

How should the principal respond to the reference check?

A. Confirm that the individual is a former employee of the firm, but do not
disclose that they were fired.

B. Disclose that the individual was fired after a well-documented history of
negligence and harassment of subordinates.

C. Provide a “no comment” response to avoid any accusation from the former
employee of defamation.

Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
Disclose that the individual was fired after a well-documented history of negligence
and harassment of subordinates.
In order to avoid legal action (known as a negligent referral) from the other firm in the event
that the employee commits negligence or harassment as an employee, the principal must
disclose work-related issues that would impact a hiring decision.

Section: Business Operations (20-26%)

Question 52
An architecture firm wants to hire an architect who will be trusted with several
important clients. In exchange for a sign-on bonus, the firm asks the
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prospective employee to sign a non-compete agreement to protect the firm's
interests if the future employee eventually leaves the firm.

Which one of the following clauses is reasonable to include in the non-compete
agreement?

A. Employee agrees to not seek employment with a competing firm located in
the same region within 18 months of leaving the firm.

B. Employee agrees to not solicit clients from the firm for a minimum of six
months after leaving.

C. Employee must stop communications with all clients and consultants upon
notification that they intend to leave the firm.

Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
Employee agrees to not solicit clients from the firm for a minimum of six months
after leaving.
This is a reasonable request that protects the hiring firm's client list and allows them to
adequately adjust to the employee leaving their firm.

Section: Finances, Risk, & Development of Practice (29-35%)

Question 53
A principal at an architecture firm works 20 hours per week and has committed
60% of their time to marketing, business development, and management. 
With growing project work, they have agreed to increase their utilization by
eight hours while still maintaining their overall schedule.

What is the principal's new utilization rate after this adjustment in
hours? Round to the nearest whole number.

A. 42%
B. 57%
C. 80%
D. 100%

Correct answer: C

CORRECT RESPONSE
80%

CALCULATIONS
1. Calculate current utilization rate: 100% - 60% = 40%
2. Calculate direct billing utilization in hours: 40% x 20 hours = 8 hours
3. Calculate new utilization rate with increase of hours: (8 hours + 8 hours) / 20 hours = 80%

Section: Practice Methodologies (17-23%)

Question 54
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ABC Architects receives the RFP from the Community Development Corporation
on March 16 of Year 1. ABC is submitting a proposal as the lead architect for
the affordable housing project.  

Which one of the following will be an obstacle to the selection of ABC's
proposal?

A. Lack of a license in State B.
B. Lack of staff expertise in sustainable design.
C. Lack of experience with housing projects.

 
Correct answer: A

CORRECT RESPONSE
Lack of a license in State B
No one in ABC Architects is licensed in State B.

CASE STUDY RESOURCES USED
Scenario
RFP
Firm Profile

Section: Finances, Risk, & Development of Practice (29-35%)

Question 55

Refer to the exhibit. 

ABC Architects wants to respond to the RFP as a way to expand their
experience. They expect the engineering fees to represent 30% of the fee and
the architectural fees to represent 70%. CSME will provide engineering
services.

Which one of the following arrangements should ABC propose?

A. A
B. B
C. C
D. D
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Correct answer: A

CORRECT RESPONSE
A
XYZ has the appropriate insurance and license, and so they must be the architect of record.
With 30% of the architectural design fee, ABC will provide the required minority-owned
business participation.

CALCULATION
1. 70% of the total design fee will be split between ABC and XYZ.
2. 30% of the 70% is allocated for ABC:  30% x 70% = 21%
3. 21% meets the RFP's minimum allocation for minority and women owned businesses.

CASE STUDY RESOURCES USED
Scenario
Firm Profiles
RFP

Section: Finances, Risk, & Development of Practice (29-35%)

Question 56
ABC Architects and XYZ Partners have decided to collaborate and have been
awarded the affordable housing project. ABC and XYZ are now staffing the
project team. 

Drag the design service label onto the staffing array to indicate the staff
member most appropriate to perform each service. Not all service labels will be
used.

Correct answer: 

CORRECT RESPONSES
Sustainable Design - G.H. Jones
As the only LEED-certified individual among the staffing options given, G.H. Jones is the most
appropriate staff member for providing sustainable design services.
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Landscape Design - P.Q. Bickford
As the only landscape architect on the staff, P.Q. Bickford is the most appropriate staff member
for providing landscape design services.

Structural Design - CSME Engineering
As a provider of structural engineering services, CSME Engineering is most appropriate for
handling structural design.

Cost Estimating - L.M. Bowman
As the only cost estimator on staff, L.M. Bowman is the most appropriate staff member for
providing cost estimating services. 

CASE STUDY RESOURCES USED
Scenario 
Firm Profiles

Section: Practice-Wide Delivery of Services (22-28%)

Question 57
XYZ Partners is drafting an RFP response for the mixed-use affordable housing
project. In their response, XYZ identifies ABC Architects as a consultant, but
XYZ still needs to list the consultant services that they want ABC to perform. 

For which one of the following combinations of consultant services should ABC
Architects be made responsible?

A. Programming, sustainability consulting, cost estimating
B. Programming, sustainability consulting, housing unit design
C. Sustainability consulting, housing unit design, cost estimating
D. Sustainability consulting, housing unit design, construction administration

 
Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
Programming, sustainability consulting, housing unit design
ABC's firm profile and the scenario establish ABC as the housing design expert and their
resume indicates LEED AP credentials.

CASE STUDY RESOURCES USED
Scenario
Firm Profile 
RFP 

Section: Practice-Wide Delivery of Services (22-28%)

Question 58
ABC Architects and XYZ Partners decide to collaborate on the mixed-use
affordable housing project. Their response to the RFP identifies the following
project team:

XYZ Partners: Architect of record
ABC Architects: Design consultant
CSME Engineers: Civil, structural, mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and
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fire protection engineers

The architects propose a total lump sum fee equal to 6% of the maximum
construction cost. CSME Engineers' fee is 35% of the total fee. All other
required design services will be provided by one of the architecture firms. ABC
Architects' lump sum fee meets the RFP's minimum fee requirement for
minority-owned businesses. 

What is XYZ Partners' fee for the project? 

A. $140,400
B. $216,000
C. $378,000
D. $486,000

Correct answer: D

CORRECT RESPONSE
$486,000

CALCULATIONS
1. Determine total fee: $18,000,000 x 6% (architect lump sum fee) = $1,080,000
2. Determine engineering consultant fees: $1,080,000 x 35% (engineer fee) = $378,000
3. Determine total architecture/design fee: $1,080,000 - $378,000 = $702,000
4. Determine minimum minority consultant fee: 20% (minority consultant fee) x $1,080,000 =
$216,000
5. Determine XYZ Partners' fee: $702,000 - $216,000 = $486,000

CASE STUDY RESOURCES USED
Scenario
RFP
Firm Profiles

Section: Practice-Wide Delivery of Services (22-28%)

Question 59
ABC Architects and XYZ Partners Architecture are awarded the mixed-use
affordable housing project. The team has been given a 10% total design fee
with the architectural portion of the fees equaling 35% of the total design fee.

Assuming ABC Architects is allocated the percentage of the design fee
stipulated for minority-owned businesses in the RFP, what is the maximum fee
XYZ Partners can earn?

A. $126,000
B. $225,000
C. $270,000
D. $360,000

 
Correct answer: C
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CORRECT RESPONSE
$270,000

CALCULATIONS
1. $18,000,000 (maximum construction budget) x 0.1 (design fee percentage) = $1,800,000
(total design fee)
2. 35% (architectural portion of design fee) - 20% (percentage of fee needed to allocate to a
minority-owned business, ABC Architects) = 15%
3. $1,800,000 (total design fee) x 0.15 (maximum fee percentage for XYZ Partners) =
$270,000 (maximum design fee for XYZ Partners)

CASE STUDY RESOURCES USED
Scenario
RFP

Section: Finances, Risk, & Development of Practice (29-35%)
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Question 60
ABC Architects and XYZ Partners hire an interior design firm to design the
Community Space interiors and one model apartment of each of the following
unit types: Studio, One Bedroom, and Two Bedroom. The model apartment
units are to have the maximum square footage stipulated in the program. 

The cost of the interior design services will be itemized as part of the stipulated
sum in the fee proposal. The interior design service fees are based on $30 per
square foot and 10% for coordination.

What is the itemized fee for interior design services?

A. $82,500
B. $90,750
C. $172,500
D. $189,750

Correct answer: D

CORRECT RESPONSE
$189,750

CALCULATIONS
1. Community Space: 3,000 square feet x $30 (price per square foot for interior design
services) = $90,000
2. Studio Unit: 650 square feet x $30 =  $19,500
3. One Bedroom Unit: 900 square feet x $30 = $27,000
4. Two Bedroom Unit: 1,200 square feet x $30 = $36,000
5. Total Interior Fee: $90,000 + $19,500 + $27,000 + $36,000 = $172,500 + 10%
(coordination fee) = $189,750

CASE STUDY RESOURCES USED
Scenario
RFP

Section: Practice-Wide Delivery of Services (22-28%)

Question 61
Architecture by Design, LLP decides to add new staff in the current year.
However, the firm does not want to reduce net revenue per employee based on
their projected budget. 

How many staff members can the firm add?

_______ staff member(s)

Correct answer: 1

CORRECT RESPONSE
1 staff member

CALCULATIONS
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1. Prior year: $527,000 (net operating revenue) / 4 (number of existing employees) =
$131,750 (net revenue per employee)
2. Current year budget: $768,500 (net operating revenue) / $131,750 (net revenue per
employee) = 5.83, rounded down to 5 total employees
3. For the number of staff members that that can be added: 5 total employees - 4 existing
employees = 1 new staff member

CASE STUDY RESOURCES USED
Scenario
Profit & Loss Statement

Section: Finances, Risk, & Development of Practice (29-35%)

Question 62
The architecture firm wants to avoid continuing losses in the coming year.

Which one of the following will most improve their financial performance?

A. Reducing outside professional services
B. Reducing administrative labor
C. Reducing pro bono work
D. Reducing staff

Correct answer: C

CORRECT RESPONSE
Reducing pro bono work
The level of pro bono work greatly exceeds their budget and cannot be supported by their
revenue. Reducing pro bono work will have the most impact on improving the firm's financial
performance. 

CASE STUDY RESOURCES USED
Scenario
Profit and Loss Statement

Section: Finances, Risk, & Development of Practice (29-35%)

Question 63
Architecture by Design, LLP is acquiring Beta Architects, LLC, a small, two-
person firm that specializes in senior housing facilities. Beta is located in an
adjacent state, approximately 150 miles from Architecture by Design’s current
office. Architecture by Design will take on Beta's current projects, clients,
office lease, and remaining staff. 

The owner of Beta will retire upon selling and the other employee, a registered
architect in the adjacent state, will become an Architecture by Design
employee.

Which of the following should Architecture by Design include in their transition
plan? Check the four that apply.

A. Owner of Beta Architects will receive a one-time full buyout payment.
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B. Owner of Beta Architects will receive a staged buyout over three years.
C. Owner of Beta Architects will be retained as a part-time consultant for no

longer than 12 months to transition clients and contracts.
D. Architecture by Design should relocate the Beta architect to the

Architecture by Design office so that they can work with the rest of the
team.

E. Architecture by Design should increase their marketing budget to advertise
the acquisition and update the business development plan to include
marketing in the adjacent state.

F. Architecture by Design should offer the Beta architect the option to work
from home and receive a work-from-home stipend if the architect does not
want to immediately relocate.

Correct answer: BCEF

CORRECT RESPONSES
Owner of Beta Architects will receive a staged buyout over three years.
This does not blur the lines between retirement and transition and staggers payout over
multiple years.

Owner of Beta Architects will be retained as a part-time consultant for no longer than
12 months to transition clients and contracts.
While this will increase consultant costs, it will ensure relationships are maintained and
properly transitioned during the merger while reducing overhead costs.

Architecture by Design should increase their marketing budget to advertise the
acquisition and update the business development plan to include marketing in the
adjacent state.
While marketing expenses already exceed Architecture by Design’s budget, this is a significant
transition that requires proper coordination and advertisement, especially since it is a new
market and state. Additionally, this does not place the burden on the Beta architect to take on
the marketing workload.

Architecture by Design should offer the Beta architect the option to work from home
and receive a work-from-home stipend if the architect does not want to immediately
relocate.
Keeping the Beta architect in their current location is appropriate from a work management
perspective and incentivizes the architect to stay with the new firm.

CASE STUDY RESOURCES USED
Scenario
Profit and Loss Statement

Section: Practice Methodologies (17-23%)

Question 64
What is the difference between the firm's budgeted net multiplier and the
actual net multiplier for the current year? Round to the nearest hundredth.

_______

Correct answer: .92
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CORRECT RESPONSE
.92
Net multiplier = net operating revenue / total direct labor (salary) expense

CALCULATIONS
1. Current year budgeted net multiplier: 768,500 / 287,040 = 2.68
2. Current year net multiplier: 505,500 / 287,040 = 1.76
3. Difference: 2.68 - 1.76 = 0.92

CASE STUDY RESOURCES USED
Scenario
Profit and Loss Statement

Section: Finances, Risk, & Development of Practice (29-35%)

Question 65
The architecture firm decides to get into the senior housing market for their
next project.

Which indirect expense change will have the largest effect on the firm's total
expenses?

A. Professional and technology licenses
B. Professional liability coverage
C. Reduced pro-bono hours
D. New marketing material 

Correct answer: B

CORRECT RESPONSE
Professional liability coverage
Moving into senior living project types will increase their existing liability exposure for which
they are not insured.

CASE STUDY RESOURCES USED
Scenario
Profit and Loss Statement

Section: Finances, Risk, & Development of Practice (29-35%)

Testing Resources
For more information on test preparation references and resources, as well as
testing policies and procedures, please refer to the ARE 5.0 Guidelines,
available on ncarb.org.


